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“Tracks on Trails”
Mammal Tracking for Hike Leaders and Photographers

Date:  August 19, 6:30-8:30 pm, Jefferson Unitarian Church
303/279-5282
14350 West 32nd Avenue, Golden
Presenter:  Dan Martel
Register on line at cmc.org Events/Education; Fee: $15

Have you ever wondered what creature left those tracks or scat on the trail? This workshop will teach simple and effective techniques for identifying common Colorado mammals. Topics include the use of simple track taxonomies, habitat, season, accurate measurement and aging. Other topics will include the use of field guides and tips for wildlife observation. Photographers if you are interested in capturing wildlife in your camera lens this seminar is for you.

Dan Martel has spent a lifetime observing wildlife from Texas to the Yukon. A passionate conservationist, Dan volunteers with state agencies and non-profits on wildlife and habitat issues. He’s a member of the International Society of Professional Trackers, Rocky Mountain Wild, the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation and Backcountry Hunters and Anglers.

Proceeds will be used by DS&L to provide education scholarships for CMC Denver Leaders and used by Backcountry Hunters and Anglers for preservation of wild public lands, elimination of OHV abuse, youth education and ethical hunting practices.

Register on-line cmc.org under Events/Education.
2015 Year of the Mountaineer

Year of the Mountaineer emphasizes the role of mountaineering in the Colorado Mountain Club’s past, present, and future. Created by passionate CMC members, the 2015 Year of the Mountaineer statewide initiative will host a number of events designed to motivate and engage mountaineers from every skill level.

From a broad series of guided hikes in celebration of Rocky Mountain National Park’s centennial year to global adventures of the World Summit Series, Year of the Mountaineer will be sure to inspire the mountaineer in all of us. Set to begin in the fall of 2014, the CMC looks forward to offering Club members and the Colorado public a range of events that celebrate CMC’s century-old passion for the mountains.

Rocky Mountain National Park Centennial
Discover the Park...Go Beyond the Asphalt

Join in the celebration! Officially kicking off in September 2014, CMC is celebrating the RMNP Centennial by offering member-led climbs of 100 of the 125 named peaks, hike packages totaling 100 miles in the Park, and Colorado Native Plant Master wildflower hikes in the summer of 2015. CMC members played a significant role in 1915 in the designation of RMNP as a national park. And now, because of CMC’s unique involvement 100 years ago, we are ready to celebrate the RMNP’s Centennial in CMC style.

World Summits Series
Attain your mountaineering goals

Embrace high altitude mountaineering adventures with the Colorado Mountain Club’s Year of the Mountaineer World Summit Series. In conjunction with CMC’s High Altitude Mountaineering Committee (HAMC) and Adventure Travel program, 2015 is the year to reach for a major summit and attain your mountaineering goals! We are planning itineraries for six of the Seven Summits - Mt. Kilimanjaro, Mt. Everest, Mt. Elbrus, Aconcagua, K2, and Denali.

Visit www.cmc.org for more details
Photo Section Outing to Ice Lake Basin

CMC Trip #24377
Ice Lake Basin
Trip Date Start    7/17/2014
Trip Date End    7/20/2014
Trip Type   Car Camp and Backpack
Trip Difficulty   Difficult B
Trip Title   Ice Lake Basin
Long Description   Photo Backpack Trip (thru Sunday Evening). First night; Primitive Car Camp along Mineral Creek, surrounded by the very colorful San Juan Mountains where at night you can clearly see the Milky Way. Next day backpack in AM, on one of the most scenic hikes in Colorado (Ice Lake Basin). It offers everything: streams, waterfalls, three levels of basins, a glacial lake, every type of Rocky Mountain wildflower imaginable, spectacular views. Hike start time to be determined by local weather. Set-up backpack camp for two nights at the lower Ice Lake Basin. Excellent photography for sunset and sunrise and wildflowers during the day. Next day, entire day to be spent photographing both lower and upper Ice Lake Basins. The upper basin has many lakes surrounded by 13ers, including Island Lake which has a very large rock in it. Out of this world views. Following day spend morning photographing, followed by backpacking back to the trailhead.

Car Pools to be arranged from Denver, according to availability, will drive out Wednesday if possible, but if you can’t get off work, join us on Thursday.
Mileage    7
Elevation    2400
Drive Distance    700
Meeting Time    12:00 PM
Meeting Location    Ice Lake Trailhead: across from U.S.F.S. Mineral Creek C.G. 7 miles NW of Silverton.
Leader    Mark Haugen
Leader Phone    303-744-0625
Register With Leader    No
Guest Ok    Yes
Available Tickets    8
Roster Notes
Special Notes    If you are interested in this trip CALL ME anytime after June 9th at 303-744-0625

—Mark
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